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ABSTRACT 
The use of parame t er plane curve s of output voltage magnitude versus 
one of the parame t ers as a means of obtaining t he freque ncy response of 
nonline a r networks was i nvestigat ed for ne tworks containing one nonlinear 
element, which was a function of the magnitude of the voltage across it. 
( 
' The re sults obtained were checked by d i gital simulation and it may be 
conc luded that the method is re liable. The me thod was also presented 
as a way of obtaini ng i nformat ion f or t he reshaping of network frequency 
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1. I ntroduction to Pa rameter Plane Techniques 
Parameter plane work was fi rst deve l oped to investi ga t e t he effects 
of the variation of two elements (parameters) upon the location of the 
roots of the characterist i c equation of control systems • 
Becaus e o f the na ture of t he characteristic equation, this work was 
later e x tended to the analy s i s and des i gn of networks with linear elements, 
espec ially because of the poss i bility of controlling and modifying the 
characteristics of the network by the variation of two of its elements. 
The r e ferred parameters are considered to be varied slowly and to 
be time invariant, as far as the development of parameter plane techniques 
are concerned; but the present work extends one of the aspects of this 
u tilization , by using them in t he study of the frequency response of net-
wo r ks with non linear e l emen t s, with t i me variations of their own . 
Basically the parameter plane me thod can be appl ied to the analysis 
of any polynomial with variable coefficients . 
Consi de r t he e qua t i on 
f cs) = L = 0 ( 1-1) 
k= O 
whe re ' ' a r e re al coeffic i ents and s i s the complex frequency variable 
Cons i der i ng the Cheby shev f unctions of the first and second kind, 
and 




·-( { (- r) = c- , ) -cr< (r) 
)( 
w-r. 




it f ollows that : 
(1-4) 
J:. and (,{ obey to the rec ursion re l a tionsh i p s given by t he tables of 
the Chebyshe v functions 
Table I -1 
• 
• 
u+, (l) :: z -z ~ ("i) - ~- ~ c2) 
fo ( l ) =I 
7J; ( f) = 0 
Equation 1- 4 resu lt s from the fac t that ~ 
s = - v; Y'- "L + j w"' V 1 - -r z. 





wn ( c.n k -@- + j. St.""" K f)) and 
defining ~ 
~ (- r ) :: .......::$:_:_1 fl..---1~ _6- = 
8 
the result is: 





Using these expressions for s in one original equation for the poly-
nomial in s, there results a complex expression, for which the real and 
imaginary parts are equated to zero independently, resulting in two 
equations 
M. 
L t I( Cl i( w"'- (-1) Tr<.(r) ::: 0 
I(.::- () (1-6) 
1'(1. k+l L_ I< o... K WYI (- I) 1T;_( ) ':: I 
~;:: ( l 
(1-7) 
Using Table I-1, one obtains the relationship 
r; (-r) = -r ~ (-r) - vk._, C;;:J (1-8) 
and finally for (1-6) and (1-7) 
N\ I< L_ K. vk. - ~ c-r) (- 1) 0.. 1<.. vJ ;::; 1.) (1-9) 
K = V 
"v'-
r_ ~ I( V:<- (I) (-I) a_lt.. w - 1.) - (1-10) 
\C=O 
9 
These expressions l ead t o the final expression of IX and (2) in terms 
of Y and w 1\ for the cases when the coefficients C1 v are of the form 
= o' ' ·- c (3· i ,. I ·, .. a 1'. K v , where ·'<' and (" 
show up only in linear combination . 
For a reasonably general s ituation, the coefficients ,o..IL are 
considered to be funct i ons of t he two variable pa,rame t ers , with the 
form 
when bl<. P C ~' 9 otk P f~ are c onstant and rea l coeffic i ents and -:< · •. and 
~ the two real var i able parameters . 
Using the previ ous derivations for s k and ·the 7;'- and · v,<v ·, fun~tions , 
the following expres sion is obtained : 
'Ill. 
fcs) ~ L ~ \£ w"k TK E I) :!:. j VI 
~= o . 
- 'S 7_ 
<... 
I~= u 
Manipula ti on of the relattons i n Table I-1 leads to equa~ions 1-6 
and l-7 P and by substitution of the genera l express ion for ..Qt.. k into them, 
t here results p 
B, ()( + CJ (3· + .D, '>( p + ~ ·- (.) (1-12 ) 
Dz_IX +- Cz(3 + J)2. c< (3 + ~ = 0 (1-13) 
These were obtained from t he equations 
""- \( 







(1- 14 ) 
\ \ K 
TJ,(<r) t r ( - I) fK tv~ 7;. (Z. ) = 0 
K- = 0 
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i_ (- I J " b" OJ ' : ( r) + f ~·0(- I) K. c I< w l<: 1!1(. (£ ) + 
I' - v "" 
and by calling 
v.. K 
131 = L. (- I) b/(_ /( TK (r) w 
I<.. ,.. 
·Y.. 
Bz : 2_ k I< 1{(2) (-I) b l~ ()J 
t =o 
v... 
c-= L j( I( -r: (r) I 0-t) c~t uJ 
/(. "-0 




Dl -== L: (- 1) .JK. w " ~ (2) (1-16) 
IL =o 
I'. I(_ 
Dz ':: L. (-IJ C?( k: ()/ u~ (r) 
j,(..=O 
\(\ ( l'. ~ Tk (r) = L_ (-') f 0J 
1<:-= o }( 
tv\ 
~ = L f- 1) f{fk U) K ~ (-r) 
K. -o 
By e l i rnination of o< , an expression for (3 is obtained in the fol-




6 c D = c I D2. - D I c 2. _, IJ -F D = -F; D. - D I !; ) . ' . 
Also 
(3 -:; - ( f.\f.D + 6,~) _! \lc /:,.-FD + 6 CB/• - 4 beD /;,F ~ 
2 Dc.D 
and by def ining 
one obtains : 






It can be shown (Hollister, Ref. 1) that K.:.. = r:..~: . Call ;..._ 
the common va lue and obtain 
r I 
• Ll.J~ R] (1-20) <' L-( !ir o 
I 
'.r~ 1.' 




Using the fact that (j .
72 
= - 1\ 
!.JC Uc3 , and from equations (1-20) 
and (1-21), which represent four possible pairs of solutions, Hollister 
shows that the only ones which are solutions for the original (1-12) 
and .·(l-13) equations in D< and (3 , are 
lc -- - -- r ( i\ 




where 0 and k ~ 1 give the two possible simultaneous solutions for 
eq . (1-12) and (1-13). 
These are the, two basic · equations that were used to develop digital 
computer prog rams for·· use in the parameter plane. By fixing T or ~ 
one can s o l ve the e qua tion 'fo r ~~ and ~ for particular values of 
1_.v, or ·~ r es pec ti ve ly , a nd db tain f amilies of curves of n~ versus 
' "" ~ 
used in parameter plane analyses . This basically consists in 
·seeing f r om these curves Which relations should be maintained between 
~ and (' to locate the · roots of' the polynomial in places correspond-
ing tO desired UUdamp~d frequencieS. (. IJ}l'\ = ()}D ) and desired damp.ing 
ratios . (f. = ?6 ) . 
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2. . Curve s with Magnitude as One of the Coordina t e s 
In the present work primary int erest is in the curves relating the 
magnitude of a given transfer funct i on and one of the parameter·s in the 
system, for successive values of real f r equency u0 • 
This is obtained a s follows (Ref. 1); consider the transfer function 
for a given physical s ystem 
G)s)= 
M WI • I 9 ~ S -r 9.,, ., s + . . . . + 1, s + 9:> (2-1) 





G{ S) = ~ ( { ~ o< + f K. (3 + @ K o<. (3 + Jk.. ) S 1<. 
~ 
L(((i\ o< +br(3.,..cr:orxf3 + rA. r )sr 
0 p 
To study the real frequency variations, put s = J·w i n t he transfer func-
tion and obtain 
o.ld 
*' f2_ ( ._ -I) b. (-1) WK( LKot+ J\c (3+ ~ ~c.()( ~+ )ek) (2 - 4) 
+ . j 'f. (-1/' (p -•) w"("'r " + bp (3+ r"' (' + Jp) . 
P"' I 
14 
For each particular value of (A) chosen, (GJ = Wb ) , the following 
definitions are made : 
eveYl 
1•-
Ah "-L {-f)tf w: Ovf 
P=-0 
and similarly for C(l , D n ; 
ddd 
2__
1'>':' .1 (p - 1) 
A D. (.-t) 2.. V' ~ = . ()Jb ~p 
f==/ 
and similarly for C:_ , D~ . 
~ver1 
) 
.!!!-.,_, ...L /( 11. 
t ,l 6 2. (-t) 2 wb ek; 
~=0 
and 
Finally there results: 
. ( ' 
Performing C(jWb) • G-{-,dWo) one obtains the magnitude of the 
trans f er f unction defined by 
2 M -~ 
15 
(2-5) 
~ . ~ M 2. = ( o< Ef\ +-(3 Fn + ~f3 G-rt +- fftt) +- (~ E<- + f3 ~ +· o<[j G-t. -t/li ) 
(« An t-f!:/3;\ +- ~;eCr~ +[)·d 1 + ~x A i +-(3 8/ f o<fC<. +-DL )J. (2-6) 
These manipulations provide an equation in rx_ and {3 for M .z. , which 
has the general form 
and by expanding each of the components of (2-6) and isolating (3 (as 
a chosen v ariable parameter) there results: 
( W· !?.1 - Rz.) (3).. +(!'1 <w, - W,_ ) (3 + W V, -v',_ -= o <2-7) 
where 7(
1 
~ (Br~+ et)+-JcX..(BnCr-t+BiCi)+c<'-(c~~ + Ct· ~.) 
1( 1.. = ( G L f. 1: 4) + :1 r~ ( 0\ fl-11 + ~· (r 1. ) r ~ t ( Gt:~- -1- G/.) 
W, == 2(Btt P" + Di 8i )+-21AI\13~t +At· Bt' +-Cc· D(· t-C"'Dtt) +-
+ 2 o< <- (Art c,\ +A c' (t' ) 
W 2.- 2ft~ Hft + f;· Hi) 1 2 o<~ fit +L~· Iff G,/1;( -f-6-~'ilt)+ 
t c ~ ~.. ( trt G /"( t- t;· G <.. ) 
V
1 
-::. ( D11 '-r 7J; t) t- ;) o( (A ,1 D" +A}) t) r-ol, '(A,~ fA i i.) 






As the f i nal step, solve the quadratic equation for ~ and obtain 
~ ~ - ( M 2W~ - W,_) 
•, z. 
(2-8) 
As was stated ea~Jier, equations l-20A and l-21A could be used to 
write digital computer programs for parameter plane analysis. The same 
may be said of equation 2-8, which provides the possibility of obtaining 
a family of constant frequency curves of voltage magnitude versus one 
of the original parameters ~>< or --(3 , or any combination of the four 
variables ( I>( , (3 , JVl and W ) by fixing one of them and combining the 
other three in any desired way. 
This was in fact the work of Rommel and Cradit (Reference 4) which 
prepared computer programs designed to give the possible different plots 
resulting from the combination of the four variables referred to above, 
and Glavis (Reference 3) who perfected these programs and combined them 
into one unique deck prepared to give any combination of parameters or 
variables which may be of interest (See Appendix I). 
This program, which was used in the preparation of this thesis, is 
included as Appendix I PARAMS (Digital Computer Program). Using it, 
frequency curves are obtained for magnitude as function of one of the 
parameters, maintaining the other parameter fixed; this corresponds to 
the PARAM 5 Part of the program cited above. 
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3. App lica t ion of Parameter Plane Curves to Frequency Response. 
Having already avai lable a computer program to solve the system 
transfer function and determine its . magnitude-versus-frequency response 
did not solve all the questions about obtaining plots for analysis of ' 
systems from the respective transfer functions, because all the programs 
were prepared for work on cases where all the elements are time invariant. 
The task of predicting the response of a .system with nonlinear ele-
ments, or even time-variant elements, was not easy to· solve analytically. 
Therefore, it was tho~ght that the parameter plane curves of the PARAM 
5 type (voltage magnitude versus one of the parameters, with w varying 
from curve to curve ) could be used to obtain quickly the frequency response , 
by graphically reading the values of voltage magnitude corresponding to 
the P.articular value of the parameter where it intersects each frequency 
curve, ·and plotting a new graph of magnitude versus f r equency, for that 
particular value of the parameter. 
This procedure also makes it very practical to use the graphical 
representation of the nonlinearity if it happens to be a function of the 
magnitude, and by use of superposition of graphs, to obtain t he frequency 
response for ' the nonline~r cases. 
The purpose of th i s work is to show how this is done, by means of 
some examples for the case of electrical networks, and to prove that the 
method is, . good in the solution of this ;type of problem, giving results 
whicK may be considered within acceptable a ccuracy . 
3.1 Description of the Method. 
The method described here tq obtain the · ~requency response of electri-
cal networks _.~on.taining one nonl i near element, may be summarized as fol -
lows : 
'·. 18 
1. Obtain the transfer function of the network, in terms of 
output function as a function of the input. The most direct applica-
tion of the method occurs when the nonlinearity present is a function of 
the magnitude of the voltage across it (for example, temperature-sensi-
tive resistors or voltage-sensitive capacitors). This voltage is the 
output function wanted as a function of frequency. 
2 • .. Obtain a family of curves in values of frequency (one for 
each fixed frequency) for the magnitude of the output as function of the 
nonlinearity element values. This nonlinearity should be allowed to 
·vary along a range that includes the values that are going to be read 
when it is expressed as a function of the magnitude of the voltage across 
its terminals. 
These curves may be obtained by hand computation or computer computa-
tion of the mangitude of the output function, for a certain input, using 
successive fixed values of the nonlinearity, which is treated as a para-
meter. Using a computer program it is very practical to obtain these 
families of curves and the graphical method leads very simply to the fre-
quency response plot. 
3. Having obtained the "parameter versus magnitude" curves, 
it can be seen that for each fixed value of the parameter (which is rep-
resented in . the graph by a line perpendicular to the parameter axis, and 
intersecting it at the chosen value), the magnitude values of the output 
function are given by reading the points along the magnitude axis corres-
ponding to the intersection of the line representing the parameter value 
with each one of the curves of the frequency family. 
4. It was this concept that lead to the idea that the graph 
could be used: to read values of magnitude corresponding to the inter-
section of the frequency curves with any value of the parameter, in such 
19 
a way t ha t if the parameter could be expressed as a function of the 
magnitude in a graphical manne r (this f or the case of nonlinear varia-
tion of the parameter) , and superi mposed on the parame t er plane curves, 
the frequency response of the ne t work could be obta ined by reading it 
directly from this graphi cal display . 
5. Th i s is i n fact what was done , and the present work in-
cludes several types of networks with different non linearit ies to which 
the method was applied . At the s ame time the frequency r esponse of these 
networks was obtained by means of simulation using a digital computer 
and the system IMB DSL 360. 
The results obtained, as was stated before, may be considered to 
fall within acceptable accuracy. 
6 . The examples t hat f ollow show t he method used in some net-
works of general use, and the re l at ionships between the parameter and 
the voltage across its te rmi nals does not correspond, i n some cases, to 
that most likely to be encountered (example, negative t emperature co-
efficient resistors) . This was done to cover a large variety of func-
tions, in the general sense, and as a way of illustration. 
Also , the cases c onsidered have normalized values for components, 
as a means of simplification. 
3.2 Examples of Appl ication of t he Method. 
3.2 . 1 Second Order Network (Band-pass f ilter) 
The firs t case considered was the fo llowing network, (Fig. 3.1), 
in which the output resistor was a nonlinear func tion of the voltage 
across its te rmi na l s . 
The values used are no rmalized and t he i nput vol tage is cons i dered 
to be a pure s inusoid of magnitude unity. 
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Consider the network: 
~, r 
Fig. 3 .1 Band -pass Network 
Using normalized values for J.? , L and C it can be seen that its trans-
fer function is: 
or 
7(.s) ~ ~ ('=&~=---
(1/2 .,.g,)c _s -' "2 /!..c 1- 1· 
or 
. ). ~j ~ ----·-=S_,fL.::.-; ~ __ _ 
'~ ~z. + (fott) "J + ' 
where 
Rl - I ' [ = I J c :: I I 
O,ne of these elements may be used as t he cons tant parameter x for 
PARAM 5 program purposes . 
Ysing equations (2-5) and ( 2-6): 
z a ? T.. , - en i :J 
/1')'1 ... ::: lf{JUJJ) 6 f (-j w) ~ - - -- ' ~ ·---;::--(J -- t{•/ ) r- 0 .J-) w ?--
This equation is the one that could be used to obtain the "magnitude 
versus ,f3 " curves, for successive values of frequency \JJ • In this work 
the PARAM 5 Program was used and the graph obtained shm.;s (3 varying 
from 0 to 4,0 while the magn itude o f the output voltage goes from 0 to 





·2 . ) \If .s- ., ·~ ·e 
£•·6. 3. z MA~NITull€ 
X-SCRLE=l.OOE- 01 UNITS INCH. 
Y-SCRLE=5.00E- 01 UNITS INCH. 
s (3 RUIUO BRND PRSS NET. /~) = 
OHEGR- CURUES HR G. us. BETR S ~ + :(3 +1).5 t- I 
• 
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After the graph was obtainedj three cases of possible nonlinear 
variations of (;3 with voltage were considered, and their graphical rep -
resentation superimposed on the main graph. The values obtained by read-
ing the magnitude corresponding to each intersection of the /J lines 
with the frequency curves were plotted to obtain the magnitude-versus-
frequency curve which in fact corresponds to the frequency response of 
the network. 
The same cases were simulated using digital simulation, and the 
results obtained for the frequency response are also shown. 
First Nonlinearity 
The first nonlinearity considered was of the type shown, 
({~} 
&fT".\ 
2. . --1------.... 
•0 ,f. 
Fig. 3.3 Beta as Nonlinear Function of Magnitude 
in which ~ i s considered to maintain a constant value of 2, until the 
instantaneous magnitude of the voltage is 0.2, and · after that to decrease 
constantly with a slope of -2/. 3 . 














CURVE 1 Linear response 
CURVE 2 Nonlinear response 
~ Values checked by simulation 
b, 8. /0. 
W RAr>/ SeC. 
Flg. 3.4 Fr e quency response of nonlinear band-pass network (CASE 1) 
l .. 0: .,._ I I 
• 
.. 
Obtained •·valves for - frequency response of band pas s network 
w Output Magni tude Output PARAM 5 Magnitude 
(freq. Rad/Sec) Graphical Method Simulation 
1.0 .-4o .417 
2. 0 . 370 .398 
3 . 0 .335 .373 
5.0 .280 - .300 
Second nonlinearity 
The second case considered, using the -same .n~twork, was of the 
same type but with a different variation for .(J .. . 
Fig. 3.5 Beta as nonlinear function of magnitude 
-2 ' The s l ope now i s and the initial va l ue · f or ~ is 3.0. The results 
.5 
ob t ain.ed follow, and t he corresponding gr aph i s inc luded as Fig. 3 . 7, 
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(.PARAM 5) · · 












Third Nonli earity 
The third case considered, with the same .network, shows the behavi or · 
of the filter with the nonlinear element increasing its value with higher 
va lues of voltage • 
Fig. 3.6. Beta as Nonlinear Function of Magnitude 
The results obtained by simulation and graphical me thods are as follows, 
and the correspon~ing graph is included as Fig. 3.8 . 
Frequency Response of Band Pass Net, for Third Nonlinearity 
w Output Output 
Freq. (Rad/Sec) Voltage Magnitude Voltage Magni tude 
(S imulation) (PARAM 5) 
1.2 . 75 .75 
2 .0 .713 .70 
4.0 .55 .52 
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CURVE 1 Linear response 
CURVE 2 Nonlinear response 
~ Values checked by simulation 
2. .o 4.0 6 .0 e.o ro. o 
(LJ ~AD/S(C 











CURVE 1 Linear response 
2 Nonlinear response 
~ Values checked by simulation 
2. J, 4. $", 
'· W RAO/S£C 
Fig . 3.8 Frequency response of nonlinear band-pass network (CASE 3) 
' ' 
.. 
4 .~ . Use of the Method i n t he Shaping o f .Network Re sponses. 
One are a that ma y be cons i dered . of i~tere st is the possibility of 
use of the present method and parameter ·plane curves to fi'nd ·what kind 
· .. , 
of nonlinear element should be introduced· in a network in order to obtain 
a certain frequency response, different from that obtained with linea r · 
'· 
elements in the network. 
Fo~ a case like this, after obtaining the linear fr~quency r~sponse 
it may be seen from the respective graphical display that a somewhat 
different curve shape is rlesired, corresponding to a different frequency 
response . This desired response may be superimposed on the parameter _. 
plane, by plotting the magnitude-versus-frequ~ricy values that .co~respond 
to 'it. 
Once in the parameter plane, these points define a curve for the 
'' 
parameter in terms of magnitude of the response, and may be ., used to .ap-
.\f 
proximate a nonlinear function which would express the parameter in terms 
of magnitude . Such a nonlinear element,if inserted in the network, would 
provide the frequency response which origiriated the same functional re-
lation~hip. 
The degree of accuracy and the closeness between the desired values 
; • 
and those obta i ned depe~d on t~~ approximations made when expressing the 
parameter in t e rms of magnitude in or~er ·to make it ~orrespond to the 
series of points transported from the fre~uency response plane. 
This method '"ill be illustrated with the following ex~ples : 
II , 
4 . 1 Reshaping of fr~ gu.ency response curve of a . band-pass network, by 
i ntroduction ;of a nonlinearity ,, 
• -.1 
:·. ·' 
Consider the network used i n -.examp_le . ;3. 3.1; the frequency resp~mse 
~-.w, 
for this network is ~as i ly cibtained by the graphical method explained 
29 
previously and is shown in the graph ~n Fig. 4.2, for l i near values of 
the elements. In this case it was considered that the output resistor 
had the · invariant value of 2.0 units, and the curve ob t ained is refer-
red to as number 1. 
Fig. 4.1 Network Considered in the Present Example 
If it is desired to sharpen the response of the present network to a 
different curve., as for example the one indicated in the graph of Fig. 
4.2, curve 2, the points may be taken from the new curve and transported 
to the parameter plane, and plotted there, 
This was done in t he graph on Fig. 4.2, as indicated by curve n 4 2, 
and the points corresponding to the desired response were plotted in 
curve n ~ - 4 on the graph on Fig. 3.2, which refers to the network being 
considered. These point s are indicated by the symbol (:J • 
· The relationship between magnitude of voltage and values of non-
linearity were read from this same graph, 
This having been done, it was decided to use the linear, time-~ariant 
resistor R2 as a time-variant element, defined by the following equation 
of a straight line in the parameter plane : 
R2 = (output voltage magnitude) x 2.22 + .5 (4-1) 
It may be seen that if the output resistor really behaves in accordance 
with equation 4-1, the frequency r esponse is the desired cur ve, when- -
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CURVE 1 Linear response ~ - 2. 
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Fig. 4 ~ 2 .:F r,equency' re;sponse of' band-pas ;; n~twork 
.- : •*'; 1 ~ 
).' 
~he present examp l e wa s checked by t he use o f d i g i t a l ~imulation, 
a nd by verifying t hat the f requency response ob ta ined by simulation of 
a nonlinear network, with t he nonl i near e.lement expressed by eq uation 4 -1 , 
was a reasonable approximation t o t he desired frequency r e s pons e . 
For this case, th e follpwing result s we r e oht oined: 
Linear Freque ncy Response_ R2 = 2. 0 Units 
w = 1. rad/sec Magn = . 19 ~u = Lf. rarl/s e c Magn .42 
i<JI 
. 5 i'lag n .6 ·•,.) = 5. 0 Magn = . 35 
IA.l= 1.0 ~agn = . 67 ~J) = 6.0 Magn = .305 
W = 2.0 Ma,g'n. = . 6 w = 7. 0 Magn .27 
.. 
' W = 3_. 0 Magn = . 5 \ ( = 8.0 Magn = ~ 24 
After reshaping t he re$ponse, t he following values were obtai ned 
uJ Rad/S-ec 
.10 
. . so 
1.0 
2 . 0 
3 . 0 
4 , 0 
5. 0 
10 . 0 
20 .0 
Desired f re quency Re sponse f or Non linea r Network . 












Co rresp . 
1. 75 
1. 7 5 






R2 Magnit . Obtained 








4 . 2 Frequency Response and its Reshaping, for a low-pass Filter with Load 




Y\--...1 m .__,._-.---· .., ·r· . I 1f 
I (3 f 
Fig . 4 . 3 Second Order Low~ Pass Filte~ 
with two possible variable parameters, \X and (3 , or with a variable 
parameter ~ which could be used in conjunction with a different load 
0< for each case. 
The transfer function is obtained as: 
+ -
(4-2) 
It is desired to analyze the transfer function behavior, or the 
frequency response for a parti~ ular value of ~ when ~ is a nonlinear 
funct i on of the output vol-tage. Th i s can be done by the PARAM 5 method 
previously explained, and the following results were obtained for the 
simplified case , with all values normal i zed, in which 
·•. 
c = 1 L = 1 R. = 1 
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and for o( = 1, this reduce to: 
(4-4) 
Using Eq. 4-4 for the parameter plane program the curves relating and 
magnitude of output voltage were obtained. Two cases were considered, 
one for each type of nonlinear behavior of ~ , as shown on the graph 
on Fig. 4.4. 
~ .• 2.1 For the first case consider (3 as a function of magnitude of 
output voltage, as given by the following relationship: 
U3) 
s~rA 4 · -r------
• 
. Q · 
•I 
Fig. 4.5 Beta As Nonlinear Function of Voltage 
Magnitude 
Beta ( p ) = 4 (for output voltage· magnitude ~ .1) 
Of' Beta ( f-; ) = -9.51 X (output voltage magnitude) + 4.951 
Employing the usual procedure of superimposing this graphical relation-
ship on the parameter plane curves, (curve 1) the frequency response was 
obtained and the results checked by simulation of the network, with the 












.z .4 .6 
CASE 1 a s nonl i ne ar functi on o f vo ltage 
ma gnitude 






Fig. 4 .6 Frequency r esponse o f a two - section low-pass 
Network 
... ...... ... 
.. 
Results . Obtained for Freq. Response of · a 2-section Low·-pass Network 
Case 1 
Rad/sec Out. Volt. Magnitude Out. Volt. Magrii,tude": 
(Parameter Plane) (Simulation) 
. 2 .325 . 310 
.8 .158 • 148 
1.0 . 120 •. 119 
1.2 .095 .0961 
2.0 .02 .0207 
~ 
The abo~e result~ are plotted in the graph on Fig. 4,6, and are considered 
· ,to be a. r~~sonably good approximation. 
4.2.2 
' ' . -
As a l?econd illustration consider a different type of nonlinearity 





Fig. 4 . 7 Beta as Nonlinear Function of Magnitude 
' . . ·.. ·: . . 
As shown above, .{3 is · defined by the. equations: 
(3 = • 17 for output voltage m~gni tude · -,!; · 1 
(3 = .i6~ x (out . voltage magn . ) for .r~ output voltage 
magnitude ~ .. • 25 
{3 = •. 4 for out;. v·o ltp.ge magnitude > .. 25 
... _ · ~ 




Results obta ined for freq. Response of a t wo- section, l ow-pass network 
Case 2 
w rad/sec Out .Volt . Magni tude Out .Volt. Magnitude 
(Param . Plane) (Simulation) 
.2 . 295 .313 
.8 . 180 . 208 
1.0 . 170 . 174 
1. 2 . 150 .160 
2. 0 . 050 .050 
2. 4 . 020 . 023 
These results are disp layed on the f ollowing graph, on Fig . 4.8 . 
4 . 2.3 Reshaping of Re s ponse of N~tworks . 
Now consider the possibility of using the method a s a means of 
changing the response of the network by introduction of a nonlinearity, 
as was explained in Se c tion 4.1. 
In this example t he linear response of the network was obtained for 
(3 = 2.4, from the par ameter plane curves, _ and it was considered desir-
able to flatten the re s ponse in a way that would give cons t ant magnitude 
response up to a frequency of W = .8 rad/sec, as i nd ica ted by Curve No. 2 
in the graph on Fig . 4 . 9 . The points read from this cur ve were trans-
ported ·· to the paramete r plane graph and plotted as G. It was chosen to 
approximate them by two segments of straight line as sp awn by curve _3. 
The resulting frequency r espon&e for the approximat i on of p as a function 
of output voltage was Plotted in the graph 1n Fig. 4.9 , i ndicating that· 
the network had in fac t a respons e reasonab l y close to what was desired . 
The defi ned relat i onsh i p be t ween ~ and output voltage was s i mulated 
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Linear response ~ • 2.4 
Nonlinear response fraa parameter-plane 
Desired shape for response curve 
Values checked by •i.ulation 
GVf?.VE 2. ·~ ~ 
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/ . 2. /.& 2.0 z.4 
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Results Obtained in Reshapingthe Frequency Response of:a Section Low-Pass Fil te r 
W r a d(s ec 
-
De s i red Ma gnitude · · Act. · In trod. Expecte.d Response Obtained Response 
Response Value of (3 from Param • . Plane (by simulation) 
'• ' 
.2 . 325 
-
. 3;35 
,j.J QJ . 335 
;:l'"O 
. 5 •, • 325 P.. ::l .330 ,j.j : ,j.j . 350 
::l •.-l 
0 c: 
. 8 . 325 '-" 00 .• 30 :< C1l . 330 
' N e 
.• 
1.0 .275 ~~ .275 . 280 
C1l 
CX),j.J 
1. 2 .250 ..j'..--l .252 • 0 . 252 
I :> 
1.4 .225 II .225 ~ ' 
+--
!--' 1.8 . 150 .3 .150 . 150 
2 . 0 . 120 • .3 .120 
5. Frequency Response of Networks with Output Voltage not Directly 
Related to the Non linear Element. 
As an extension of the present work, the case can be considered where 
the nonlinear element is not directly across the ou tput vo ltage; but may 
instead be in any other place in the network . 
It can be seen that in a case of this kind, the method cannot be ap-
plied directly, bu t instead can be used to determine the values that the 
nonlinear element will take on a s a function of the input vo ltage . Then 
using these values for a point-by-poi nt solution of the main transfer 
function of ultimate interest, the frequency response of the network can 
be determined . 
To do this, a secondary t ransfer function is de fined, r elating the 
input voltage and the voltage across t he non lineari ty , and i s used in a 
pa r ameter plane context to obtain t he nonlinearity as a func tion of 
frequency (and consequently of the voltage magnitude across itself) . 
Th i s is accomplished by superpo s ition of the graphical relationship be-
tween the nonlinear element and the voltage across it on t he parameter-
plane frequency curves, a s was done before. 
With this relation between frequency and the value of the nonlinear 
element, it is poss i ble to ente r the main transfer function relating in-
put voltage t o outpu t voltage, and comput e output voltage for each fre-
quency. 
5.1 Indirect Nonl inear Fre quency Response. 
As an illustration, consider the network for which C is considered 
R c 
-wHY' It ~.~ 1 I ~ · :....-"\f._. rEo ... 
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as the nonlinear elemen t , (5 · 
The flow graph fo r this network is 
Fig. 5.3 Flow Graph for Network of Fig . 5.1 
and it can be seen that 
or 
- ¥ (.£ ) 
[ (s ) (5-1) 
(5-2) 
The parameter-plane curves for this transfer function T1(s) were 
obtained (Fig. 5.2), and the nonlinear relationship between (3 and 
magnitude of voltage across it, fo r t his part i cular example, was super-
imposed on these curves, making it possible to obtain su~cessive values 
of f as a function of fre quency. 
From the flow graph for the networ k, it i s seen that 
T(s) = E, t;J - sc 1( , 
E, ·ls'J (R2t-R)sc -r1 




This i s t he pr ncipal transfer f unction 9 giving output vol tage i n tenns 
of i npu t voltage . 
It is also seen that 
IE I ~ tS-4) 
Equation 5- 4 represent s t he frequency r e sponse of the network, giving 
magnitude o f output vol a ge in t erms of frequency . For the present c'ase, 
(3 is nonline a r , bu t also ha s been obtained as a function of frequency, 
from t he paramete r plane. 
' "' Using this re sult~ it is possib l e to obtain the frequency nisp:on'se 
of t he network~> by hand calculation fo r several values of vJ • 
I n t his example ~ (3 was chosen as t he f ol lowing function of ~ 
Fig. 5.4 Be ta as Nonlinear Function of ·Magnitude 
{?J"' • 2 f or magnitude of ~ .!5::: • 2 
(3 = . 1 + .5 X (magnitude O f v;, ) for magni tude of -vr 7 .2 
and R2 = 1 9 R1 = 3 and / E { ~ = 1. 
The res ults ob tained are summari zed i n the fol lowi ng table, and it 
was considered t hat the s i mu lation results agree~ within acceptable range, 
with t he val ues from t he method pre se nted . 
45 
Results Ob tained by Using Pa r ame ter Plane Me~hod on Ind i rect Nonlinearity ~ 
for Fre quency Response of ' First Order Filter 
W rad/sec ~Magn . ~ Magn . (3 From ! Eoj From ·jEo/ From (From Param Pl ane ) (Simulat i on) From Pararn 5 Formu l a (5-4) Simulat i on 
1. . 575 . 65 .38 .63 . 55 
2. .395 .46 . 29 . 69 • 655 
4. . 265 . 289 . 22 . 725 . 716 
5. .22 . 22 .73 
8 . . 17 . 154 . 2 . 74 . 74 
.p- 10. .12 . 124 . 2 . 745 .744 0\ 
20 . .055 . 061 . 2 . 748 . 747 
c. , .. 
• 
6. Conclusions. '. 
I n the present work it was ' shown that ·· ~t ' is possible to obtain the 
' I f. • I ,_ -~ ~) '"'> ' ! t:: 
frequency response of networks with one nonlinear element, (whether or 
~ot " it ~ ~~ · dir~ctly across ~he output voltage) by !a ~rap~ical method using 
' ' the. pa,r~et~r plane concept : Also , t~~ · f~dt that computer programs were 
av~ilabi"e;, m~~e it easy to obtai n the par~eter plane .. curves, thereby 
' • • • ~ .· .;. J 
( . 
avoi ding the somewhat more ext~nsiv~ calculations involving describing-
function techniques. · 
. ' 
The method may be considered reaso~~bly ' accurate, giving acceptable 
results accurate within the usual approximations. It was also shown that 
it provides a rapid way of defining the kind of nonlinear element needed 
to reshape the network response in a desired way, the only limitation here ·. 
being the practical real i zation of the nonlinear element found to be re-
qui red • 
As areas for extension of this work it would be of interest to study 
the applications of the parameter- plane curves in connection with the 
jump resonance phenomena , for nonlinear networks, and the possibility of 
modifying the response by changing the nonlinearity so as to avoid three-
poin t intersec tions with the frequency curves in the parameter plane,. 
Also 9 the investigat i on of the behavior of networks and the applicability 
of the method for cases where the input voltage has magnitude different 
than unity 9 that is, large or small values of voltage. The usefulness 
of the me t hod for cases where t here is more than one nonlinear element 
present, and the combination of their effects for obtaining a certain 
response, is ano ther subject which may prove to be of interest. 
47 
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(IBM System 360) 
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APPENDIX I 
FORTRA N IV G L EVEL, 1, MOD 2 
M6 1N f"' H E = S8 261 21/1 6 / 08 
C ,. -:: .<*:*** PROGRAM PARAr•IS "'"~ * *"'"' "' ~ .. ** C ~ HIS PROGRAM CONVFRT S A GIVEN TR ANSFE R FLJ~'C it C' N TO SE T OF FREQUENCY 
COJ'1AIN REPRESENTATI Dt-JS FOR llN.AL YSIS AND D!=qGN STtJDI E"• TI-ll S TRAN SFER 
CFUNCTION IS REA D AS A R/ITIJ OF TWO COMPLEX FREQU EN CY PO LY NOMIALS, WITH 
CTW J V~RIABLE PA RAME TERS ALPf-J4 AND 1'\ETA EM[3 t.JI)t:f'l IN Tfi t= COEFFICI ENT S. 
CTH E PROGRAM THEN TR ANSF OR MS THI S TR4NSFFP c: llf\!CTION r '\J TO TH E ANGULA R. 
Cf-=REQ'IENCY DOMAIN, YIELD ING AN EQUATION I N T: R.M S il F FQI JR VARIABLES: 
~ ~ ~~~~~E~~I~fo~~G~~~U~~~ E ~~pEgM ~~A~ I~~~~NJ~ ~O ~ ~J~ ~~ t 1°~~Lt.G~~ ~ ~{~~~: 
CD :, SI GNING DESIR ED C U~VE VA LU ES TO ANOTHER: ANC Lf TTI NC THE REMAINING 
LT WO VARIABLES BE TH E ORDINA TE AND ABC I SS.A V4LU ES . 4 THIRD COE FFICI ENT 
CVARIABLE PARA~ETER, GAMMA, MAY ALSO BE F~e~D O E D I T0 THf PO LYN OM I AL. 
CI N THIS CASF, THE ABOVE PR~CE SS IS REPEATFn FO P EAC H VALUE OF THE THI RD 
CVARI~~LE. • • ••• DATA CARD INF CR ~ ~ TI O N FOLL OWS •••••• 
c~~ t~~** ****~***•**DATA CARD INFORMATION S EC TI ~ ~ ~t 4 ~•••* t+ •~ * • ~*~~· • ~ • 
CC AKO FORMAT SYMBOL USAGE OF SYMBOL 
C 1 8110 NRUN NUM5ER OF DESIRED RU NS . ElC H ~UST HAVE A COMPLETE 
C SE T OF DATA CARDS LIST FD RELOW. NOT EVER Y SY~BOL 
C IS USED I N ALL CASES. LEA': F UNIJS Ef) SYMBOLS BLANK. 
C DO NO T OMIT ANY BLANK C ~R n S , UNL ESS SO SPEC IFI ED. 
C IN SERT ADDI..TIONAL . CAR ~ ; BeHIN D EAC H FULL CARD. 
C 2 8I10 KPARAM NUMBER. OF GRAPHICAL p ,.' :; SE ~JTATIONS TO BE P P. CJ GRAM~F.D 
C JPARAM NUM ERICAL TITLES (1 TO 7 l OF EAC H PARAM TO RE RUN ; 
C MUST AGRFE IN NUMBER WIT ~ . K? ARAM ABO VE. 
C 3 8I10 NORN ORDER OF NUMERATOR POLYNO ~IAL (LIM I TED TO 4g ) 
C NORD OR DER OF DE NOMINATOR PO LY NOM I AL (LIMITED TO 4°) 
C MODORD Y-AXIS VARIABLE, AND .CUR VE VARIABLE CO NTROL 
C MODORD=1 : ALPHA IS ORniNATE VARIABLE (PA RtM 1-61 
C MODORD=2: BETA IS ORD I ~ATE VARIABLE (PARAM l-61 
C MO DORD=1 : AL PHA CURVES WILL BE PL OTTED !PA RAM 7) 
C MO DORO=Z: BETA CUR VES WILL BE PL OTTED {PA RAM 7) 
C NALPHA NU MBER OF AL PHA CURVES DESTRED !LIMITED TO 16 1 
C NBETA NUMBER OF BETA CURVES DESIRED (LIMITED TO 161 
C NMAG NUMBER OF MAGNITUDE CU RVES DESIRED (LIMITED TO 16) 
C NOMEGA NUMBER OF OMEGA CURVES DESIRE D !LIMITED TO l6l 
C NGAMMA POSITIVE I NTEGER DENOTFS NUMBE R OF TH I RD PARAMET ER 
C VALUES TO BE EMBED DED I \ITO E'ACii P~ P. A M RUN . I f\JSEPT 
C COEFFICIENTS FOR THESE GAMMA VALtlES ON SEPA RATE 
C CARDS DIRECTLY BEH I ND RES T OF COEFFIC IENTS: SEE#lg 
C NEGATI VE IN TEGER DE~OT E S NUMBER OF PARAM-7 VEC TOR 
C ADDITIONS FOR GENERA LI ZED BLOCK OI AGRAM STUDIE S. 
C THE (NEGATIVE) VALU E OF NGAMMA DET ERM INES HOW MANY 
C BODE CAL CU LATIONS WILL BE MADE BEF ORE PLOTTING TH E 
C 4 SilO IMAG MAGNIT UDE VALUE FORM UJ!\ITROL 
C IMAG=O: ALL VALUES I N DE CIBELS (PAR AM 7 THIS FORMI 
C IMAG=1 MEANS ALL VA LUES IN ACTUAL MAG NITUDE 
C IMA G=2 MEANS ALL VALUES IN MAGNITUDE SQUARED 
C IWRITf PRINTOUT CO NTROL 
C IWRITE=-1 MEANS NO PRINTOUT 
C IWRITE=O ME ANS ONLY INPUT DATA WIL L BE PRINTED 
~ ~~~~~~~tr~2 , 9 2~Dyl~b~aTJ~ ~~~A EA~~§uE~~~Hl~ ~LNUMBER 
C OF COMPUTAT ION S BETW EEN EACH PRINTOUT IS DICTATED 
C BY TH E VALUE 0 F I W R IT E • I F I W R IT E IS GREATER T HA ~! 
C 900 , ONLY INPUT DATA £ GRAPH INFO. WIL L BE PLOTTED 
C !GRAPH FRE'OUENCY SCALING CONTROL 
C IGR APH=-2: NO GRAPH S WIL L BE PLOTT~D. 
C IG RAPH=-1:0 NL Y PARAM 7 WILL BE PLOTTED ON LO G GRIO 
C IGR APH=O: PARAMS 6&7 WILL BE PLOTT ED ON LOG GRID. 
C IGRAPH=l:PARAMS 4,6~& 7 WILL 8E PLOTTED ON LOG GRID 
C IGRAPH=Z: PA RAMS 4£ r WILL BE PL OTTED ON LOG GRID. 
C IPHASE PARAM 7 PHAS E PL OT CONT RO L 
C IPHASE=- 1 MEANS NO PHASE CURVE S 
C IPHASE=O: PHASE CUR VES SUPERIMPOSED ON MAGNITUDE 
C IPHASE=l: PHASE CURVES PLOTTED ON SEPA RATE GRAPH 
C !QUAD PARAM 7 PHASE PL OT SCALING CONTROL 
C IQUAD=O: PHASE CURVES AUTOMATICALLY SCALED AT 45 
C DE GREE S/INC H1 WI.TH -180 COINCIDENT WITH 0 DB MAG. C IOUAD=1 TO luo: · PHASE CURVES t: ROM 0 DE'GREE S TO 
C -(I OUAD )(LX) DEGREES AT A SC4 LE OF IOU AD DEG/INCH 
C !POLAR PAR AM 7 POLAR PLOT CONTROL 
C IPOLAR=O MEANS NO PO LAR PLOT 















LEN(T H OF X-tXIS (LIMITE D T0 ~ INCHESI 
LENGTH OF Y-AXTS tLIMITEn TO 1~ INCHES) 
VALIJE OF ALPHA WHEN USED AS A UJNSTANT 
VALUE OF BETA WHEN USED AS A CONSTANT 
MAGNITUDE VALUE WHEN USED AS A CONST~NT; SEE I~AG 
VECTOR RESULTANT AS ONE MAGN!Tlll)~• AND ONE PHASF . 
IN SER T ADDITIONAL SETS OF COEFFICIENTS AT END • 
C CONOME 
c-~~· •k****~****DATA 
CCAR O FORMAT SYMBOL 
C 6 3El0.3 ALPHMN 
V A Ll I E 0 F 0 M E G t> WHEN US E 0 ,I S A C 0 N S T A NT ( N 0 T l E R 0 ) 
CARD INF OR MATION SECTION C CONTINU~Dl+***•••~*' ~ t•~ ~ 
USAGE OF SYMBOL . -
MI N. VALliE OF ALPHA WH EI\J lJ')r[) AS AN t.XJS VARIAF·U= 
MAX. VALUE OF ALPHA WHEI\J USED AS A~ ~XIS VARI .AB LE 
MIN. VALUE OF BETA WHEN USED f..S d.N AXIS VARIABLE 
MAX. VALUE OF BETA WHEN USED AS AN AXIS VARIABLE . 
MIN. ~AG. VALUE WHEN USED AS AXIS VAR.: SEE TMAG 
MA X. MAG . VALUE WHEN USED AS AXI~ VAR.: ·SEE IMAG 
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W!LL BE AUTO. CHANGED TO NEAREST POWER OF 10, ~NO 
OMEGMX CHANGED LIKEWISE. THE NUMBER OF DECADES IS 
AUTOMATICALLY COMPUTED FRO~ THESE NEW VALUES. 
O ESI~E D VALUES FOR ALP~A CURVES (SEE NALPHA) . 
DESIRED VALUES FOR BETA CURVES (SEE NBETA) 
DES IRED VALUES FOR MAGNITUDE ' CliRVE <;(SEE NMAGf:IM~ G l 
DESIRED POSITIVE OMEGA CURVE VALUES CSEE NOM EGA) 
NUMERATOR CONSTANT COEFFICIFNTS IN ASCEND!~~ OROEP 
NUMERATOR ALPHA COEF FIC! E~T S IN ASCENDING ORDER 
NUMERATOR BETA COEFFICIENTS IN ASCEND'ING ORDER 
NUM. ALOHA-BETA COEFFICIENTS IN ASCENDING ORDER 
DENOMINATOR CONST. COEFFICIENTS IN ASCENDING ORrEP 
DENOMINATOR ALPHA COEFFICIENTS tN ASCENDING ORDER 
DENOMINATOR BETA COEFFICIENTS IN ASCENDING ORDER 
DENOM. ALPHA-BETA COEFFICIENTS IN ASCENDING ORDER 
OMIT CARDS #. 19 THRU # 27 IF NGAMMA LESS THAN ONE. 
VALUES OF THE THIRD PARAMETER; ~UST MAT CH NGAMM~ 
NUM. GAMMA-CONST. · COEFFICIENTS IN ASCENDING ORDER 
NUM. GAMMA-ALPHA COEFFICIENTS IN ASCE NDING ORDER 
NlJM. GAMMA-BETA COEFF IC I·ENTS IN ASCENDING ORDER 
NUM. GAMMA-ALPHA- BETA. C1fFFS. IN ASCENDING ORDER 
g~~= · ~~~~~=xe~~r · ~BH~I.E H~+~·. ~~ ~~~~~8~~~ g~g~~ 
DEN.- · GAMMA-BETA COEFF-ICIENTS IN ASCENDING nRDER 
DEN~ . GAMMA-ALPHA-BETA COEFFS . ' IN ·ASCENDING ORDER 
~~~~~oL[~~E~~~P~Rl~~L~r+E~Ly~~~uA~~R~~~~U4BI 
THE . NUMBER OF TITLE~ FOR PARA~ 7 MUST MATCH THE 
C 30· 6A8 
NUMBER OF GRAPHS REQUFSTEO.CSEE !PHASE & !POLAR) 
JTITLE 1ST 1/2 PHASE TITLE:OMIT UNLESS NPAR~M=7&1PHASE=l 
JTITLE 2ND 1/2 PHASE TITL~: OMIT UNLESS NPARAM=7&1PHASE=l 
KTITLE 1ST 1/2 POLAR TITL E :O~IT UNLESS NPARAM=7&IPOLAR=1 
KTITLE 2ND l/2 POLAR TITLE:OMIT UNLESS NPARAM=7&IPOLAR=l 
C 31 ' 6A8 
C 32 6A8 





//FORT.SYSIN DO *' 
C*****~•****~******~•*******************~••~ ~ ~*~***~******•****~' **** * *** 
c~~~T ~* : ***••***~***~~*********~********~••~* ~ t~**~******•*** ***•*~•~•• ~ REAL*8ITIT~E(l2l 1 JTITLEI12l,KTITLEI12~,J O KER(91/1H ,6HPARAM-,7HFUR &THER,5HAlPHA,4HBtTA,5HOMEGA,8HMAGNITU0,5HGAMMAy8HSEPARATE/ 
~EA~ OM/1Hl/,~A(66)/4H O.l,4H 0.2,4H 0.3,4H 0~4,4H 0.5,4H Q.6,4H C 
&.7,4H 0.8,4H 0.9,4H l~0,4H 1.0,4H 2.0,4H 3.0,4H 4.01 4H 5.0,4H 6.0, &~H 7.0t4H 8.0,4H Q.0,4Hl0.0,4HlU.0,4H20.0,4H30.0,4H40.0,4H50.0, 
& 4H60.u,4H70~0,4H80.0,4H90.0,4Hl00.~4Hl00.,4H200.,4H300.,4H400., 
F.4H500.,4H600.,4H700.,4H800.,4H900.,4HlC00,4Hl000{' 4H2000,4H300Q, 
&4H400Cf4H5000~4H6000,4H7000,4H800 0 1 4H9000,1H ,lH ,1H2,1H3,1H4,1H5, &B~~E~~Io~H~PA~~~f~}~lf~a}!~~~~~;~t~o~H~j56~!~!T~AY~HATt5o),HBT<50l 
&,HCTI50l,HD(50)JHDTI50),HET(50),HFT!50),0LDHA(50),0LDHAT(50),0LDHB 
&T!50l ,OLDHCT(SO ,OLDH0(5Q),OLDHDT(50l,OLDHET(50),0LDHFT(50),GAMHA( 
f.5 0 J,GAMHATI50l,GAMHBT(50),GAMHCT(50),GAMHD150I,GAMHOT(50J,GAMH~T ( 5 
&.Cl I ,GAMHFT( 50) .IC'(l6), ZALPHAI 16) ,Z.BETA( 16) ,ZGt>MMAI 161, ZMt>GSOt 16) ,z o 
~ '.1 E f;A ( 16) , S ( 16, 90 0 I , T ( 16', 900 ·I , U ( 1,?, g 0 0-l , V ( 16, 90 0) , W ( 16, q 00 ) ; X ( 90 0 l , 
51 
f.Y(qQQ) 
CALL CANCEL( 2) 
EQUIVALENCEIS,T,U,V , WI 
1 FOQ.MATI8110) 
2 FORMATI10X 7 8110) 3 FORMATI6A8J 
4 ~ORMATI10X 1 6A8) 5 FORMAT( 8El0.3) 
6 FORMATilOX,lP10El2. 3) 
C•**• w ~***•**~*********** • INPUT DATA READ IN ** ***** *~~••• •**********•*~ 
§6A~66o 1 l~5~~1 NRUN 
RU.D(S,l) KPARAM,(JPARAM( I, ,1=1,KPARAM) 
RctD(S,ltNORN,NORD, MOnOPD,NALPHA,NBETAjNMAG,N OMEGA,NGAMMA 
~EAD(S,ll IMAG ,!WR I TE ,IGRAPH,IPHASE, QUAD,IP OL~ P,L X,LY 
READI5,5lCONALP 1 CON B ~ T,CONMAG,CONOME REA0(5,51ALPHMN,ALPH~X,BETAMN,BETAMX,XMAGMN,X MA G~X,O~ EGMN,OMEGMX 
READ(S,Sl IZALFHAIIlii=l,NALPHAl 
~~~8~~:§1 ~~~~~~6il;,!;r~~~r~~ 
READI5 1 5l IZOMEGAIIl,I=l,NOMEGA) LOE=NOKN+l 
MOE=NOR0+1 
READ(5,5) IHA Ill, I=l,LOE) 
REA0(5,5l (HAT(!), I=l,LOEl 
REA0(5,5l (HBT(l), I=l,LOE) 
READI5,5) IHCTIIlr I=l,LOEl 
READI5,5l (HD (1), I=l,MOE) 
READIS,Sl IHDTII), l=l,MOEl 










IFI(IWRITEl.LT.IOll GO TO 24 
( ZGA1.1MA (I I, I=l, NGAMMA I 
IGAMHA II I,I=1,LOEI ( GAMHAT ( I I , I= 1, L DE) (GAMHBT( I I, I=l ,LOE) 
IGAMHCTIII,I=l,LnEI 
IGAMHD (ll,I=l,MOEI (GAMHOT(I),I=l,MOEI (GAMHETIIl,I=l,MOEl 
IGAMHFT(li,I=l,MOEl 
C *¥** ••*******~•K•******•**INPUT DATA PRINT OUT SECTI O~*~~• ¥•* * **t ~ ~* * ** 
~RITE(6{7) IRUN,N8RN ,NORO,KPARAM,(JOKER ( 2),JP ARAM (l i ,I=l,KPARAMl 
7 FORMAT( Hl,lOX,' **•*~ THE INPUT DATA FOR PUN 1 ,!2,' IS * *~ * *',!!, 
&lOX,•OROER OF NUMERATOR:.•,I2 1 //,10X, 1 0ROER OF OENO~INATOR: 1 ,I2,//, &lOX,'THE FOLLOWI NG ',I2, 1 GRAPHICAL CONF IGURATI ONS WILL BE COMPUTED 
&:'f//,20X,81A8,Il,3XI,/I · 
IF (NGAMMAJ.GE.(l)l WRITE(6,8) NGAMMA 1 1ZGAMMA{I),I=l}NGAMMA) 8 FORMAT(l0X,I2,' GAMMA , OR THIRD VAR. rA~AMcTER COEFF CIENTS WILL B 
&E USE0. 1 ,//,10X,'THE GA MMA VALUES ARE: 1 ,1P8El2.3,/,lOX,lP8F.l2.3,1) 
WRITE(6,101 
10 FORMAT(/,lOX, 1 THE COEF FICIENTS FOR THE ~U~ERATOR ARE:',/) 
DO 11 I =l,LOE 
J=I-1 
IFCNGAMMA .LE.Ol WRITE(6,121 HAI I I,HATliirHBT(IJ,HCT(!),J 
12 FORMAT(20X, 1 (',1PEl0.3, 1 + 1 ,1PEl0.3,'*ALPHA +I ,1PE10.3,'*BETA +' 
&,1PE10.3,' * ALPHA*BETA I * S**('tl2,')',/l 
IF(NGAMMA .GT.OI WRIT EI6 1 91 HA I),GAMHAIII,HAT(II,GAMHATII),HBTII & I , GA MHB Tl I l , HC T (I I , GA MHC T ( I), J 
9 FORMATI15X 1 1 ((',1PE10.3, 1 + 1 ,1PE10.3['*GAMMA1+( 1 , 1PE10.3,'+',1PE10. &3, 1 *GAMMAI*ALPHA • ••• ' ,//,20X, '+( ', PE1 0 .3, '+', 1PE10.3, '*GAMMAI*BE 
& T A+ ( • ' 1 p E 1 0 • 3 ' ' + ' ' 1 p E 1 0 • 3 ' I *GAMMA ) * ALp H t. * liE T A, l ** ( I ' I 2 ' ' I ' ' ' ) 
11 CONTINUE 
WRITE ( 6,13 I 
13 FORMATI/10X,'THE COE FFI CIENTS FOR THE DENOMINATOR ARE:',/1 
DO 14 1=1,MOE 
J=I-1 
f ~~~g~~~~ :~~:81 ~~ft§~~t' 1 ~~ ~8~ll:~~~~6lr7;~6tlf~~~AA~o4!IJ,HETII 
& I ~GAMHET(I),HFTIII,GA~HF II),J 
14 CuNTINUE 
WRITEI6,15) 





'~· ' NOMEGA 1\!::; A M~A • 1J) ~ ~ ITE(6,2 1 NooN, ~O~ O,~uDORO,NALPHA,NBETA , ~MAG , NOMEGA,N GAMM A 
\oiRITE(6,161 
16 FORMA T(/,17Xf'IMAG !WRITE IGRAPH !PHASE I OUAD 
f.L AR LXAX S LVAXIS '1/t ~RITEC6,2) IMAG ,IWRITE,IGKAPH,IPHASE,IOUAO,IPOLAR , LX,LV 
I PO 
WRITEC6,17) 
17 FORMAT(/,12Xt' CONALPHA CONBETA CONMAG 
WRITE(6,6 )CUNALP,CONBET,CONMAG,CONOME . CONO MEGA I t . /) 
. ·JRITEC6,18) 
J , :oqMAT(/,12X,' ALPHMI ~ ALPHMAX BETAMIN BETAMA X XMAG 
L~T~ XMAGMAX OMEG AMIN OMEGAMAX •,!) 
~RTTE(6,6)ALPH~N,AL PH MX,BETAMN,BETAMXyXMAGMN,XMAGMX,OME GMN, OMEG MX 
wRITE(6,19) JOKERf4), ( ZALPHA(l),l=l,NALPHA) 
WPITEC6,19) JOHP<5l,(ZBETA (l),I=l,NBETA ) . 
WRITE(6,19) JOKER!7),(ZMAGSQ(J),I=l,NMAG) · 
~~~~~ft;!l~x~~~~~~t~~~ze:f3~~~!:f~~~~~~~~'~lx,lP8E .2.3) 
lF(IWRITt) 20, 20,22 
Zl l.oJRITEf6,2U 21 FORMAT(/,lOX, 1 THERE WILL BE NO PRINTOUT OF COMPUTED RESU LTS ') 
GO TO 24 
22 WRITE(6,23)1WRITE 
C• *~~*~~;~!r!:•l2~•i~?~~~Ir~r~~sga~~u~lrio~XLP~~~tf2G~~~fi:*! 3~~*~l ~~~; ;. 







25 DO 1000 IPARAM=l,KPARAM 
NPARAM=JPARAM(IPARAM) 
MG A MMA=NGAMMA+ l 
DO 1000 IGAMMA=l,MGAMMA 
GA MMA=ZGAMMAfiGAMMAl 
IFCNGAMMA.GE.l) GO TO 517 
26 XS= (ALPHMX-ALPHM N)/ LX 
IF(fABS(X$)).LE.(l.CE-10)) XS=l.OE-10 
YS=CBETAMX-BETA~N)/LY 











GO TO 30 
28 DBMAX=20*ALOG10(XMAGMX) 
OBMIN=20*ALOG10(XMAGMN) 











IF(IPHASE.EO.O) GO TO 32 
READ(5,3)(JTITLE(J),I=lfl2) 
32 IF( (I POLAR) .LE. (0)) GO 0 33 
REA0(51 3) (KTITLE(I),I=l,l2) 





IF(NPARAM-1)59,59 , 43 
39 DliMMYl=CONMAG 
IF(NPARAM-1)59,59,43 
40 Nll MIT=NM.AG 
41 OMEGA=CONOME 
42 ~~~~~~~~~x~k~%G~Zfitx 
















GO TO 59 
~1 XS=(OMEGMX-OMEG MN)/LX 
IY=-OMEGMN/XS 
GO TO 36 
~j i~~f1~~~~~~(f:6r:6 R .(IGRAPH.GT.1)) r.o TO 59 
54 IY=LX-IX 
55 IFliGRAPH.LE.-2) GO TO 59 




IF(O~EGMN.LT.1. )YLOGMN:::0 . 1 
IF(OMEGMX.GT.1.0 )YLOGMX=10.0 
IF(OMEG~X.GT.lO.O) Y LOGMX=lO O .O 
lf(OMEGMX . GT.l OO.) YLOGMX=lOOO.O 







IF I NAL=LX+ 1 
,JFINAL=LY+l 
00 57 IA=l,IFINAL 
DO 56 JA=l,JFINAL 
XlJA)=XS*liA-1 - IY) 
56 Y(JA)=YS*(JA-1) 
CALL ORAW(JA,X,Y,MOO, O,LA(5 0 l,ITITLE,XS,YS ,Q,IY,2,2,LX,LY,O,LASTl 
57 MOD=2 
DO 58 IB=l,NUMOEC 
DO 58 JB=1,10 
J=AlOG10(YLOGMNl*1 0 .+lO.+(IB-ll*lO.+JB 
YLOG=JB 
DO 1058 KB=l,IFINAL 
X(KB)=XS*(KB-1-IY) 
1058 Y(KBI=ALOGlO(YLOG)+IB-1 
58 CALL DRAW(KB 1 XfY,MOO,OfLA(J),ITITLE,XS,YS ,O,IY,2,2,LX,LY,O,LASTl IF((IPAR7J.Nt. 1)) GO 0 532 
59 IF(IWRITE.LE.O) GO TO 200 
C*********•********GRAPHICAL INFORMATION PRINTOUT SECTION****~ • ****•**~ 
WRITE(6,60) IRUN NPARAM 




IFING AMMA.GE . l) WRITE (6 61) ZGAMMA(IGAMMA) 61 FORMATilOX,•THE FOLLOWI NG CALCULATIONS WILL BE BASED ON THE THIRD 
&V ARIABLE PARAMETER VALU E , GAMMA= 1 ,1PE12.5,//) 
WRITE (6 62) (JTITLE(I )tl=l,1 2) . 
62 FORMATI 1&X, 1 THE GRAPH WILL BE TITLED:•,tt,lOX,6A8,//,lOX, 6A8,/} . 
IFINPARAM.NE.7) GO TO 80 WRITE(6,83) . 
63 ~~~~~~tloxf6~~gs~~~~g~:A~~~SDEPENDENT VARIABLE, WILL BE PLOTTED ON 
&THE ORDINA E FROM 1 ,Fl u.4, 1 T0 1 ,Fl0.4,' AT 1 ,F10.4,' OB/DIVI SION' , !) 
IF(IPHASE) 73,64,p6 
6645 FWORRITMEAT16I{06x5 ,)•PHASE CURVES WILL ' BE PLOTTED ON MAGNI TUDE GRAFH ',/l 
GO TO 68 
~~ ~~~~~{?i8*!•PHASE CURVES WILL BE PLOTTED 0 SEPARA TF GRAPH' ; /l 
68 IF(IOUAD.GT.O) GO TO 10 
WRITE(6,69) 
69 F O R~ATI10X, 1 AUTOMATI CALLY SCALED AT 450EG / IN ,- l80 ON OOB ~A~ ~',/) 
GO .TO 72 . 70 WRITE(6 71) IOUAD . 
71 FORMAT({OX, 1 WITH A SC ALE OF 1 ,I3, 1 DEG/IN, STARTING AT 0 DEG.',Il 
72 WRITE(6,62) (JTITLE!I),I=l,l2) 
13 IFIIPOLAR.LE.O) GO TO 75 
WRITEI6 74) XS 74 FORMAT({OX, 1 A POLAR PLOT OF MAGNITUDE VS. PHASE WILL BE PLOTTED , W 
&ITH MAGNITUDE SCALED AT 1 ,F10.5, 1 DECIBELS PER HALF INCH' ,/>1 
WRITE(6,62) (KTITLEII},I=l,12) 
H ~b~~~~~~8x~l~~1 :l¥AE121 DEPENDENT VARIABL E·, wILL · BE PLOTTED oN . THE ; 
77&~ri~A~~1Io~~~~::!P~A~·~N~E~~~o~~f 1 ~A~f~B~~~HwtL[c~~EPEb~t~5E~ ~·~h~ 1 
&ABC ISSA, FROM 1 ,1PE10.3,' T0 1 ,1PE10.3, 1 .WITH A SCALE OF 1 ,1PE~0.3~/' 
t~ ~g~~~tfl8~:~3;: ~ftt ~~ ~~k~H~8Ni!A~!~~~,T~OR~~~~Ec8~~f§t¥~t·8F 1 +H 
&E FOLLOWING VALUES:•,t 1 16(20X,•CURVE 1 ,13, 1 : 1 t1PE12.5,/)) . · . , , 80 IF(IMAG.EO.O) WRITE(6,B3) . . ' · · 
IFOMAG.EQ.l) WR.I TE(6,84) · . 
IF( IMAG .• E0.2l. WRITE (6,85) 
- ~~ -~~i~~?~R961)Jg~~R(4t'Ag~2MN,BET.AMX " Y$ . I 
83 FORMATdox,, 1 All MAGNfTli'DE COMPllTAriDNS WILL. BE IN DECIBELS ' , .1) 
'84 ' FORMAT110X , 1 ALL MAGNITUDE COMPUTATIONS ARE ACTUAL MAGNITUOE 1 ,/ l 
85 ' FOR.MATI10X,•Atl MAGNITUDE COMPUTATIONS ARE MAGNITUDE SOUARED',/1 
GO TO (86,86,121,130,130,121,200,200I,NPARAM 86 WRITEI6 177) JOKER(5),AL PHMN, ALPHMX,XS IF( NPARAM-1) 88188,99 . 
88 WRITE(6,78 ) JOKtR171,CONMAG 
90 WRITE(6,7 9)JOKER(6l,NOMEGA,(I,ZOMEGA(!),I=1,NOMEGA) 
IFINPARAM-5)200,125 200 
94 WR ITE(6,76) JOKERI5J BETAMN , BETAMX, YS 
96 GO T0(97I97,12 7~1llrfl1tl27,200,2001 1 NPARAM 97 WRI TE(6,77) JOKER(4J,ALPHMN 1 ALPHMX,X~ IF(NPARAM-1)88,88,9 9 
99 WRITE(6,781 JOKER(6),CONOME 
101 WRITE(6,79JJOKERI7),NMA G,(I,ZMAGSQ(I),I=l, NMAG) 
111 ~~i~~t~!~ajljg~E~14J~ggNALP 
113 WRITE(6 114) . -
114 FORMATC{ox,•THE COMBINED COEFFICIENTS OF THE NUMERATOR ARE',/) 
115 DO 116 I=1,LOE 
AIII =HAI I) +HAT( Il*CONST ' 
B(I )=HBT(I)+HCT(I)*CONST 
KA=I-1 
116 WRITE(6 1 117) AII),B(I),KA 117 FORMAT(~OX,lHI,El0.4, 3H + , E10.4 1 16H * BETA ) • $¥¥(,I2,1Hl /l WRITE (6f136) 




t~6 ~~ 1 fa'tiaa;~o8~~Ao;{6l:K~0 , 200,139,200I,NPARAM 
55 
121 WR1TEC6 179)JOKFR(5l,NBETA,(I,ZBETAII),I=1,NBETA) 
124 ~~l~~t~~~a?)J~~Ek1~J~tBNOME 
125 WRITEC6 177) JOKER(7),XMAGMN,XMAG~X,XS GO TO 2u0 127 WRITEC6 1 79)JOKER(4),NALPHA,CI,ZALPHA(I),I=1,NALPHAt ~~i~~1~A~ar·~~~E~t~J~t8NBET l~~ FORMATC{ox,•BETA WILL BE HELD CONSTANT AT THE VALUE OF•,Ft0.4,/) 
132 WRITE(6l114) 
DO 134 =1,LOE 
A(I)=HAII)+HBT(ll*CONST 
B( ll=HAT(I)+HCTIIl *CONST 
KA=I-1 
134 WRITEI6t135)A(J),B ( l),KA 
135 FORMAT(zOX,1H(,E10 . 4,3H + ,E10.4, 17H * ALPHA ) * S*•(,J2,1H)/t 
136 FWROR
1TMAETI 6c{o1x36,)•THE COMBINED COEFFICIENTS OF THE DEN O~INATOR ARE-',/) 
DO 137 1=1,MOE 
Dlll=HD(I)+HET(ll*CONST 
EII)=HOT(I)+HFT(Il*CONST 
KA=I-1 137 WRITE(6 1 135) D(I), E(l),KA GO TO 1ZO 
138 WRITE(6,78) JOKER( 7 ),CONMAG 
l~6 ~~~~~t?i5~0~~0MEGA,THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE,WILL BE PLOTTED ON THE 
&ABCISSA',/ 
IFCNPARAM-6)141,143,144 
141 IFIIGRAPHtl42,142, 144 
142 WRITEI6 1 146) OMEGM N,OMEGMX,XS GO TO 2UO 
143 IF((IGRAPH.LT.O).OR.(IGRAPH.GT.ll) GO TO 142 
t4; ~~k~if~~~~~!~~~~E~,~~~~M~F'~I2f' DECADES,STARTING AT 1 BF10.4,//,30X 
ft~*~~!~~0f~~*6;7~i~ 1fB0~H~F~~WE~ 1 ~I~~¥ ~j~b'c6~N~~~~~~~~~6~;~~ti~ 
&THE ABCISSA RUNNING UP THE RIGHT HAND EDGE, AND THt uRD N~TE INCRE 
&ASING TOWARDS THE LEFT ALONG THE BOTTOM'//) 
146 FORMATilOX, 1 FROM THE INITIAL VALUE OF 1 ,1PE10.3i'TO THE FINAL VALUE 
c••**:*~t;;l:~l£'~~;.~~f~ ~o~~5~fr?~N;t 1~~~~i~~·o~Aeoa~~. :~:*l~£~;,~£~ ~ ~ 
200 IF((IWRITE.LT.1l.OR . (IWRITE.GT.900)J GO TO 203 
201 ~s~~l{?IHi~lAI~Y~,~:!:~=~f~~~~5TPUT DATA FOR RUN NUMBE.R'II2 1 1 , PAR &AMETER NUMBER 1 1 I2, 1 IS**•*******',////,lOX,I2,• COMPUTAT ON~ WILL &BE PERFORMED BtTWEEN EACH PRINTOUT 1 ,1//) 
IF(NGAMMA.GT.O) WRI TE(6,202) ZGAMMA(IGAMMA) 
202 FORMATC10X, 1 THE VALUE OF GAMMA, THE THIRD VARIABLE IS: 1 ,1PE10.3,/) 
203 DO 520 LOM=l,NLI~IT 
JCURVE=O 
DO 519 ICOEF=l,3,2 
ZSIGN=ICOEF-2 
IF((IWRITE.LT.lJ.OR . CIWRITE.GT.900JJ GO TO 208 
WRITE(6,205 )LOM 




00 518 INCRMT=l,900 
GO TO (209,216~253,216,212,254,257,1000J,NPARAM 
209 OMEGA=ZOMEGA(LUM) . 
211 CONST=ALPHMN+(INCRMT-1l*IALPHMX-ALPHMN)/899.0 
212 IF(MODOR0-2)260,213,213 
213 DO 21~ 1=1,LOE A(l)=HA(I)+HAT(I)*CONST 
214 B(I)=HBT(IJ+HCT(Il*CONST 









GO TO 263 
216 IF(IMAG-1)217[ ?18,219 
217 OUMMYl=lO.O** ZMAGSQ(L0~)/10.01 
GO TO 220 218 DUMMYl=ZMAGSQ(LOMI*ZMAGSQ(LOM) 
GO TO 220 
219 DUMMYl=ZMAGSQ(LOMl 
220 IF(NPARAM-2)211,211,212 
2 53 OMEGA=CONOME 
254 IF(MODOR0-2)255,256,1000 
255 CONST=ZBETA(LOMl 
GO TO 260 
256 CONST=ZALPHA(LO~) 




GO TO 213 
259 BETA=ZALPHA(LOMt 
CONST=CONBET 
260 DO 261 l=l,LOE 
A( I l=HA( Il+HBT( I I*CON)T 
261 B(I)=HAT(JI+HCT(!I:tCONST 
DO 262 1=1,MOF 
D(IJ=HO(I)+HET(Il~CC1NST 
262 E( ll=HDT(J)+HFT(I)*CONST 
263 GO TO (350,350,275, 290,264 ,29l,204,1000 ) ,NPAR AM 
264 OMEGA=ZOMEGA(LOM) 
2 75 ZMAG=XMAGMN+ (I NCRMT-J ) :.. ( XMAI.MX-XMAGMN l I 899.0 
IF(IMAG-1)276,277,278 
276 OUMMYl= lO .O**(ZMAG/10.0) 
GO TO 350 
277 DUMMY1=ZMAG*ZMAG 
GO TO 350 
2 78 DUMMYl= ZMAG 
GO TO 350 
290 IF(IGRAPH)292,292,294 
291 IF((IGRAPH.GE.Ol.AND.(IGRAPH.LE.l)) GO TO 294 
292 OMEGA=OMEGMN+INCRMT*!OMEGMX-OMEGMNJ/900. 0 GO TO 350 . 
294 W[NC=l.O+(INCRMT-ll*NUMDEC/899.0 
aMEGA=(YLOGMN*10.0**WINCI/10.0 






DO 373 ILOOP=l 1 4 00 373 NP=2,LOt 
DO 373 MQ=l,NORN 
MP=MQ-1 
NQ=NP-1 





GO TO 367 
366 C=2.0 
367 GO TO (368,369,370,37li,ILOOP 
368 CSNB2 = (C*B(NP+MPl*B(NP-MPil*OMEGA**C2*NOl*C-l.Ol ~ *(MC + l l 
SNB2 = SNB2 + CSNB2 
GO TO 373 . 
369 CSNBl = (C ~ ACNF+MP)~BCNP-MPJ•C*ACN P -~PI~ CNP+MP il* OMEGA ~ •· c2+~QI ~ !-
11.0)*~t:(MQ+ l) 
SNB1 = SNBl + CSNBl 
GO .TO 373 
370 CSNBO = CC~A(NP+~Pl*A( NP-MP ))*OMEGA~* (2~NQ)~!-l.O)**CMQ+ll 
SNBO = SNBO + CSNBO 
GO TO 373 
371 COEFN = (C*A(NF+MPl*AINP-MPI+C*ACNP+MPI•B(NP-MP)*RETA+C~A(NP - MP ) ~· B 





SUMN = SUMN + COEFN 
3 73 CONTINUE 
SNB2 = SNB2 + 8(1}~8(1 ) 
SNBl = SNB1 + 2-0*A(ll*B(ll 
SNBO=SNBO+A(l}*-A(l) 
SUMN = SUMN + A(1)~A(ll+2.0*AI1)*Blll*BETA+B(ll*B(ll*8ETAtBETA 





NDOUD=2*NO RD QO 385 ILOOP=l,4 
DO 385 NP=2,MOE 
DO 385 MO=l,NORD 
MP=M0-1 
NO=NP-1 
IF( ( ( NP+MQ} .GT .NDOlH"~) . t.ND. ( NORD.NE. lJ l GO TO 385 
375 IF((MP+NQl-NORDl376,3 76,385 
376 IFINP-MP)385,385, 3 77 
377 IF(MP)378,378,379 
378 C=1.0 
GO TO 380 
379 C=2.0 
380 GO TO (381,382,383,384 ),1LOOP 
381 CSD82 = C*E(NP+MPl*E(NP-MPl*OMEGA**l2* NOl*l-l.O)•*(MQ+l) 
SDB2 = SD82 + CSOB2 
GO TO 385 
382 CSOBl = lC * D(NP+MP} * EINP-MPl+C*D(NP-MPl~E(NP+MPll*OMEGA•*l2*NOl•l­
ll. 0) ** ( "10+ 1 ) 
SDBl = SDBl + C$081 
GO TO 385 
383 CSDBO = ( C ~ D(NP+MPl *DlNP-MP )) ~OMEGA** l2*NO }*(-l.Ol *~ (MO+l) 
SDBO = $08 0 + CSDBO 
GO TO 385 
384 COEFD = (C * D(NP+MPl*D ( NP-"'P)+C* D(NP+MPl*E (N P-MPl~BETA+C t O(NP-MPl•E 
1(NP+MPl*BETA+C*ECNP+MPl*E(NP-MPl*BETA*BETA )*OMEGA**( 2*NO) t (-l.Ol** 2(MQ+l) 
SUMO = SUMO + COEFO 
385 CONTINUE 
SUMO= SUMO + 0(ll *D (l} +2.0* Dlll * E(l l*8ETA+E(ll* El l l*8ETA*RET A 
SDB2 = SDB2 + E(l) • E( l ) 
SDBl = SDBl + 2.0*0(ll*Elll 
SDBO = SDBO + 0(1) * 0(1) 
IF(NPARAM-7)413, 386,1000 




PD OD D=O. 
JO E=L OE/2 
IF I JOE-TOEI387,388, 388 
387 JQN=(LOE+ll/2 
MON=JON 




389 DO 390 1=2,JON 
390 PNOOO=PNOOO+(A(2*I-2)+8(2~ 1-2l *BETA)*OMEGA**I2*1-3l *C-l.O l•*(Il 
JF(NORN-11393,393 ,391 
391 00 392 I=Z,MON 
392 PNEVEN=PNEVEN+(AI2*I-l l +B(2* 1-l)*BETAl*OMEGA**l2•I-2l•l-l.}**II-1l 












~!11\l = JO N-1 
I F ( NO Rl · -1 ) 4 0 0 , 3- % , 3 q 6 
3 J~ 0 0 397 I=2,JON . 
. 197 PDODD=PDODD+IDIZ•I-21+ f: I2*I-2l*BETAI*OMEt;A••( 2' I-31*1-l.O) .. i: ( I) 
IF(NOR0-1)400,, 0 0 ,39 8 
37R J O 399 I=2,M ON 399 PDEVEN=PDEVEN+C D IZ•I-ll+EIZ•I-l)~BETAJ*OMEGt• • < 2~ I-21•<-l.l~*(I-ll 
' 00 PDEVEN=PDEVEN+Dili+FI:l~BETA 
TANG I M= PD.EV EN* PN OD 0- P · ~E V E N*P DODD 
T ANGRE=P~EVEN~PDEVEN+PN C DD*PDOOD 
TANG=TA"'GIM/TANGRE 
~ ~D=ATANITANG) 
I F ( ( TANG R E • G T. C • 0 I • AN Q . I T ~- \J G I M. G T • ::J • C l I J Ql I L D = 1 
I F ( ( T A NGRE • G T. 0 • 0} • .A NO. ( T t.NG I M. L T • J • C l I J QUA 0= -l 
IFITANGRE.LT.O.OI RAO=JQUA0*(3.14l593+JQUA~~RAn) 
4 02 YMAGSO=ABSISUMN/ SUMD) 
YMAG=SQRT(YMAGSQI 
YMAGOB=20.0*.4 342945*AL GG I YMAGl 
YMAGAB=ABS(YMA Gr ~ ' 
[F(YMAGPK-YMAG D B I4 ~ J .4 C 4, ~04 
40: YMAGPK=YMAGOB 
lMEGPK=OMEGA 
404 IF(OBM.AX-YMAGD e i4 05,4 J t , 4 J6 
405 YMAGDB=DBMAX 
406 IFIYMAGOB-DBMIN)4Q7,4 0& ,4 08 
407 YMAGDB=OBMIN 
40 8 IFIIXS*LX )-YMf GAB)4 09 ,' l0 ,4lO 
409 Y~AGAB=LX*XS 
410 GO TO 426 
\ 
C •**:~:-"***•*******QUADRAT I C FORM I JU S Ollll. OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE, P ARAM 1-6 
413 AC O=DUMMYl~SDB2-SNB2 
4i6 BCO=DUMMYl*SDBl-SNBl 
CCO= DUMMYl*SDAO-SNBO 
I FI ABSIACOI.LT.l.OE··3 51 GC TO 425 
DPP=BCO*BC0-4. O*ACO>t C CC~ 
IFlDPP.LT.O.Ol GO TO 42 5 
DSQR=ZSIGN*SORT(OPP) 
BETA=IDSQR-BCOI/(2.0*~C O I 
IF(BETA-BETAMN)425,42 6 .424 
424 IF(BETA-BETAMX)426,426,~2 ~ 
:~~ - ~~~~~;~ -~~~~(~~~r~8~.(1W ~ ITE.GT.~o o~i ~o To 450 
c~~**•~*********~ ***COMPUTED DATA PRINT OUT SECTION*~***• ~ +t•~••~• * 4 * tY~~ 
I STE P=ISTE P+ l 
I F( IP)428 42 8 ,427 
427 ! F( ISTEP-fWR ITE}450,43 0 ,4~0 
4 2 P WR I TE(6,429)l0~ 
429 FORMAT(/,lOX, 1 ALPHA BETA 
& TANGEN T ; CURVE NUMBER',I2,/l 
430 IF(MODORD . EQ.2) GO T0 . 431 
~A GNITU D '= 
GO TO (433,435,436,437,439,441,443,1000},NPARAM 
431 GO TO ( 432, 4341445,438 1 440,4~2,444,100CI,NPAQAM 432 WRITE(6,6) CuNST,BETA,CON~AG,OMEGA 
GO TO 448 
433 WRITE!6,6) 
GO TO 448 
434 WRITE!6 1 6) 
r; c TO 448 
435 WK!TE I6,6J 
GC TO 448 
436 WRITE(6,6) 
GO TO 448 
437 WRITE(6,6) 
GO TO 448 
438 WRITE(6,6) 
:;o TO 448 
439 WRITE(6 7 61 GO TO 448 
440 WP.!TE(6 , 6) 
GO TO 448 
. 441 WRJTE(6,6) 
GO TO 448 
442 WRJTE(6,61 
BETA,CONST,C ON"'A G,OMfGA 











GO TO 448 
443 WRITE(6 1 6) ZALPH~(LnM),CONBET,YMAGDB,OMEGA,TANG GO TO 4~8 
444 WRITE(6 1 6) CONALP,ZBETA(LOMt,YMAGDB,OMEGA,T~NG GO TO 4~8 
445 WRITE(6,6) CONST,BETA,ZMAG,OMEGA 
448 ISTEP=O 
C**~~*~*************GRAPHICAL ARRAY STORAGE S~CTION~+-***~*****•*•******* 
450 IP=IP+l 
Y(JP)= BETA 
452 GO TO (453 1 453,460 , 470,460,470,475 ,lOOO),NPARAM 453 X(IP)= CON~T 
GO TO 500 
460 XfiP)=ZMAG 




472 If((IGRAPH.LT.O).OR.(IGRAPH.GT. 1 )) GO TO 500 
474 XCIP)=LX-BETA 
GO TO 479 
475 X(TP)=-YMAGDB 
U(LOM,IP )=U(LOM,IPt+Y~AG 




IF(IQUAO.LE.O) GO TO 476 
W(LOM,IP)= -(IY+RAD*57.29256/IOUAD)*XS 
GO TO 477 
476 W(LOM,IP)=-((3.141593-RAD)/0.785398l)*XS 
477 IF(W(LOM,IP).GT.OBMAX) W(LOM,IP)=OBMAX 
IF(W(LOM,IPt.LT.DBMIN) W(LOM,IPl=DBMIN 
479 Y(lP)=(ALOGlO(OMEGA/YLOGMN)* LY /NUMOECl *YS 
500 IFCINCRMT.LT.900) GO TO 518 
C***•*******************~**GRAPHICA L CURVE PLOTTING******•****~*****••** IFCIP-1)501,505,507 
501 IF(JCURVE.GT.O) GO TO 503 
WRITE(6 502) LOM 
502 FORMAT({OX, 1 NO GRAPH POINTS WERE FOUND FOR CURVE NUMBER ',12) 
IF(NPARAM.NE.7) WRITE(6,207) ZSIGN 
GO TO 518 
§8~ ~~~~~t~{o~~~~5°~URTHER POINTS WERE FOUND FOR CURVE N0. 1 ,I3) 
IF(NPARAH.NE.7) WRI TE(6,207) ZSIGN 
GO TO 518 
§8~ ~~~~lt~{~~~~ONLY ONE POINT WAS FOUND, AND WILL ~OT BE PLOTTED',/) 
GO TO 516 . 
507 J=LOM+50 
IF((ZSIGN.GT.O.Ol.A ND .(JCURVE.GT.O)IJ=50 
JCURVE=l 
IFCIGRAPH.LE.- 2) GO TO 516 
IF((NPARAM.EQ.7).ANO.(I PAR7.LT.NP AR 7))G0 TO 518 
WRITE(6,511)LOM 
511 FORMATC/,10X,'THE PREVIOUS POINT S WILL BE PLOTTED AS CURVE •,I2,/) 
512 ~~1~~t~!~1Jl~~~G~R~ o~~~PK 513 FORMAT(/ 1 10X, 1 THE MAXIMUM VALUE OF MAGN I TUDE IS',Fl0.4,• LOCATED A &T OMEGA tQUAL T0 1 ,F10.4,/) 




IFCNPARAM.EQ.7) GO TO 520 
519 CONTINUE 
520 CONTINUE 
I FCCIPAR7.GE.NPAR7J.OR.CNPARAM.NE.7)) GO TO 529 
C*******GAMMA & PARAM-7 SUPERPOSITION ; SEE INPUT DATA SYMBOL NGAMMA*~*• 517 I F(CNGAMMA.LE.Ot.OR. CIGAMMA.GT. NGAMMA)) GAMMA=O.O 
IFCIPAR7.GT.l)GO TO 523 






OLDHAT( I l=HAT( I I 
fJLDHB T( I) =HBT (I I 
521 OLOHCT(I)=HCT!II 
DO 522 I=l ,MOE 
OLDHD !Il=HD Ill 
OLDHOT( I l=HDT! I I 
OL DHET( I I=HET( I l 
522 OLOHFT(ll=HFT(I) 
523 1PAR7=IPAR7+1 
IF!NG AMMA.GT.Ol GO TC 526 
READ(5,5) (HAC!) 1 1=l, LO EI REA0(5,5) (HATIII, I=l,LOEI 
REA0(5,5l (HBT(!), f=l,LOE I 
READ(5,5) (HCT(!), I=l ,L OF ) 
READ(5,5) (HD 111, I=l, MOE I 
~ E40(5,5) (HOT( I) . 1=1 ,vQE) 
REA0(5,5l !HET( J ), 1 = l, ~G EI 
READ(5,51 (HF T(11, I=l, •"10El 
!F(IPAR7.LT.NP~R7) GO TO 200 
DO 525 LOM=l,NLIM1T 
tP=IC(LOM) 
DO 524 I=l,IP 
X! II=-U!LOMJI I 524 Y( II=V( LOM, l 
J= LOM+l 525 CALL DRAW!IP~X,Y,MC D ,O,LA!Jl,ITITLE,XS, YS, IX , IY,2,2,LX,LY,l,LtSTl 
526 ~ 0 527 I=l,LUE 
HA (II=OLDHA (!)+GAMM4~GA~HA (1) 
HAT!II=OLOHAT!II+GAMMA~ GAMHAT(l) 
rlBT(l)=OLOHBT(ll+GAMMA GtMHBT !I) 
527 HCT!Il=OLDHCT!Il+GAMMA ~ GAMrlCT(I) 
DO 528 l=l,MOE 
HD (ll=OLDHD !II+GAMMA* GAMHD (ll 
HDT!Il=OLDHDT!Il+GAMMA*GAMHOT(I) 
HET!Il=OLOHET(II+GAMMA*GAMHET(Il 
523 HFT!l)=OLOHFT!Il+GAMMA*GAMHF T(!) 
IF(IGAMMA.LE.NG4MMAl GO TO 26 
52 9 IF((NPARAM.NE.7I.OR.(IGRAPH.LE.-2ll GO TO 9 9 9 
c ~~•~*•***••~******•• ~ ***••PtRAM 7 PHASE CURVES***••~• ~ •~••** • ~ *******~j 
IPAR7=2 
IF!IPHASEI537,532,999 
532 00 536 LOM=l,NLIMIT 
IP=IC!LOMl 
DO 533 I=l,IP 
X(l)=W(LOM,Il 
533 Y(Il=V(LOM tl) 
536 CALL ORAW(lP,X,Y,MOO,O,LA(50),JTIT LE,XS,l.,O,IY,2,2,LX,LY,l,L~STl 
IPAR7=1 
537 IF!(IPOLARI .LE.( Oll GO TO 990 
C~**** *~*~*~•**~~***~~ ~* *** PAR ~ M 7 POLAR PLOT CU R VES* ·~~ •~ • i ••~·~~·~ • ~•~ 
MOD=l 
DO 542 I =1, 8 
RADIUS=I/2.0 




CALL DRAW(J,X,Y,MOD,O,LA(ll,KTITLE,l .,l., 4 ,4, 2,2 , 8 , 8 ,0,LAST) 
542 MOD=2 





543 CALL DRAW(2{X'Yj2fO,LA(l),KTITLE ,l.,l.,4,4,2,2, 8 ,8,0,L~STl 
~0 54 5 LOM= ,NL M T 
IP=IC!LOM) 




545 CALL ORAW!IP,x,y,z,o,LAIL),KTITLE,l.,l.,4,4,2,2,8,8 ,0,LASTl 
61 
999 IF((MOO). I\IE.(2ll GO Tn 1000 
C••••~~ -- ~~••TER~INATING GRAPH LINE FOR EACH PLOT**~-*•*•*• ******•****j** 
X(ll = 0.0 
YCU = 0.0 
X(2l = CLX-IYJ •X S 
YC2t = 0.0 CALL DRAW (2,X, Y, 3, 0,L AC 50),1TITLE,l.O,l.0,0,0,2,2,LX,LY,l,LASTl 
MOD= I 
IF((IPAR7t.EQ.(l)) GO TO 1000 
530 DO 531 1=1,12 
531 ITITLECit =JTITLECil 
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